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The number of global instruments affecting the law of marine environmental
protection--both `soft' and `hard' law--grows constantly. Regional organizations have
become increasingly concerned with matters affecting traditional freedoms of the seas.
As a result, the law in this area has rapidly expanded, often creating competing or
conflicting rules. Competing Norms in the Law of Marine Environmental Protection
contains edited versions of the papers presented at a conference in the andÅland
Islands, Finland, in August 1996, convened by the Department of Law of andÅbo
Akademi University, Finland. It provides a detailed examination of current legal issues
relating to the variety of rules and rule-makers in the field of marine environmental
protection. It then goes further, relating the recent developments to international law in
a wider context. The legal regime regulating ship safety and pollution prevention
provides an excellent illustration of contemporary trends of international law in general
and of the law of the sea and international environmental law in particular.
Previously published as Kemp & Young's Cargo Work, this new edition has been fully
revised and expanded to comprehensively reflect unit load containerised systems that
are now used in the majority of cargo shipping, while retaining the necessary detail on
transporting key classes of cargoes safely, efficiently and profitably. This is an essential
reference for merchant seamen internationally. The book covers general principles and
the latest international regulations that affect all cargo work, including cargo types and
key characteristics of a wide range of cargo classes. It also details Roll On - Roll Off
cargo handling, containerisation, equipment and offshore supply. * A crucial reference
for students and serving ships' crew, now fully revised and expanded * Covers latest
International Maritime Organisation Codes, plus the US Homeland Security
International Ship and Port Facility Security Code * Includes new self-assessment
exercises
Shipping is responsible for transporting 90% of the world's trade. This book provides a
comprehensive review of the impact shipping has on the environment. Topics covered
include pollutant discharges such as atmospheric emissions, oil, chemical waste,
sewage and biocides; as well as non-pollutant impacts including invasive species,
wildlife collisions, noise, physical damage, and the environmental effects associated
with shipwrecks and shipbreaking. The history of relevant international legislation is
also covered. With chapters written by eminent international authors, this book provides
a global perspective on the environmental impact of ships, making it a useful reference
for advanced students and researchers of environmental science, as well as
practitioners of maritime law and policy, and marine business.
Previously published as Kemp & Young's Cargo Work, this new edition has been fully revised
and expanded to comprehensively reflect unit load containerised systems that are now used in
the majority of cargo shipping, while retaining the necessary detail on transporting key classes
of cargoes safely, efficiently and profitably. This is an essential reference for merchant seamen
internationally. The book covers general principles and the latest international regulations that
affect all cargo work, including cargo types and key characteristics of a wide range of cargo
classes. It also details Roll On - Roll Off cargo handling, containerisation, equipment and
offshore supply.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules
published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal
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Government.
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general
applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.

The aim of this model course is to meet the mandatory minimum standards of
competence for seafarers as electro-technical ratings, in the following functions:
electrical, electronic and control engineering; maintenance and repair; and controlling
the operation of the ship and care for persons on board, at the support level specified in
table A- III/7 of the STCW Code
Maritime Engineering and Technology includes the papers from the 1st International
Conference on Maritime Technology and Engineering (MARTECH 2011, Lisbon,
Portugal, 10-12 May 2011). MARTECH 2011 was held to commemorate 100 years of
the Instituto Superior Tico (IST) in Lisbon, and the contributions in the present volume
reflect the
Includes special issues.

Marine and Offshore Pumping and Piping System covers the history, application,
installation, maintenance, and safety of different pumping and piping systems.
The book covers topics such as pumping arrangements, especially in machinery
spaces; water ballast, oil fuel, feed, and cooling water systems; and piping
systems for oil and chemical tankers. Also covered are topics such as the
arrangements in liquefied gas carriers and fuel gas and coal burning; the required
arrangements and systems for specialized ships and its related regulations; the
automation of control systems; piping designs, and offshore services. The text is
recommended for marine engineers who would like to know more about the
pumping and piping systems on ships and offshore services, as well as their
arrangements.
The International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships' Ballast
Water and Sediments, 2004 (BWM Convention), is concerned with preventing,
minimizing and ultimately eliminating the risks to the environment, human health,
property and resources arising from the transfer of harmful aquatic organisms
and pathogens, through the control and management of ships' ballast water and
sediments. The BWM Convention also aims to avoid unwanted side-effects from
that control and encourages developments in related knowledge and technology.
The 2018 consolidated edition aims to provide an easy and comprehensive
reference to the up-to-date provisions and unified interpretation of articles and
annex of the BWM Convention
Ballast Water Management Convention and BWMS Code with Guidelines for
Implementation
Ballast water management is a complex subject with many issues and still limited
knowledge, however, it is building up on new scientific researches and practical
experience. The Ballast Water Management Convention is the global legal framework
which still needs to be implemented. This book brings together a long-term and newest
experience from practical work, scientific research, administration and policy
involvements, offering unique insights to readers who would like to learn more about
this subject. It also provides recommendations and practical solutions especially
important for professionals, administrations and organizations in the process of the
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implementation of this Ballast Water Management Convention.
This one-of-a-kind new resource, written by an expert in the field, provides a
comprehensive introduction to global e-navigation. This book presents the vision,
development, and objectives of this strategy to increase awareness, safety, and
security in the navigation of commercial shipping. Current equipment and practices of
maritime navigation are discussed including ship reporting, shore based services,
communications, and challenges in vessel travel services (VTS) and port areas. This
book identifies performance gaps and demonstrates how to identify user needs as well
as solutions through gap analysis. E-navigation architectures, solutions, and standards
are explored. Readers find useful insight into how new concepts of e-navigation are
being adapted internationally and some of the difficulties that will need to be overcome.
This resource focuses on the use of e-navigation in security, cyber security,
environmental protection, communications, and global and technical standardization.
Navigation equipment, systems, displays, bridge systems, and other current equipment
and practices are explored in this book. Readers get a look into the future of enavigation, including the impact that digital globalization, unmanned ships, and big data
will have on this strategy.
This book assesses the state of practice and use of ship-bridge simulators in the
professional development and licensing of deck officers and marine pilots. It focuses on
full-mission computer-based simulators and manned models. It analyzes their use in
instruction, evaluation and licensing and gives information and practical guidance on
the establishment of training and licensing program standards, and on simulator and
simulation validation.
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